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Eight weekly challenges for Fortnite: Battle Royale are now available. Players can choose from seven new challenges that can earn battle stars, advance to the Battle Pass, and unlock the Ruins skin from Discovery Challenges. Some players will also be able to receive a new profile banner
for their account. Those who complete all eight weeks of challenges will unlock an exclusive loading screen that hides the location of a secret item on Fortnite Island, most likely banner. Only players who have a Premium Battle Pass and complete eight full sets of weekly challenges can see
this banner. Just finishing the eighth week is not enough. Once you've done that, every Fortnite: Battle Royale mode except playground lets you see this banner, interact with it, and share it in your locker. Image via Epic Games | A remix by Bhernardo Viana Week eight loading screen
shows ruins in a fire pit, and that's where the clues are. The flames on the left show B6 and B7, and those on the right show C6 and C7. They look like coordinates on Fortnite, and most likely they mean that the intersection of these four coordinates is where this secret Banner is located.
Screngrab by Epic Games | Remix by Bhernardo Viana Screngrab via Epic Games | Remix by Bhernardo Viana Screengrab by Epic Games This point shows a hill northwest of a frozen lake in a snow biomie. Players can enter and interact with the banner that appears when they approach
it. Fortnite week 8 Hidden Banner loading screen (Image: EPIC GAMES)Fortnite fans can pick up hidden battle stars by unlocking secret loading screens and finding hidden banners, and Battle Stars fans.Fans can unlock these hidden loading screens by completing all seven challenges of
the week. Three of these Fortnite challenges are available for free, and the remaining four are only available to Battle Pass users. Challenges are also divided into hard and regular difficulty levels. Fortnite's difficulty challenges players from the network of ten battle stars, and regular quests
reward fans with five battle stars. Earning battle stars up the Battle Pass, this is how you unlock all the rewards offered. After completing all seven challenges, you'll unlock a hidden loading screen that this week includes a secret Banner.The Season 6, Week 8 gives fans another look at the
mysterious character A.I.M. You can check the clue and secret location of the Banner map in the gallery below. As you can see in the photo, A.I.M looks down from the roof of the building with a parachute in bacground. As eagle-eyed fans will be aware, the A.I.M abandoned parachute is on
the roof at Flush Factory.If you've completed all the challenges and unlocked the hidden loading screen after Go to the same roof to apply for hidden hidden Please note that Fortnite Season 6 Challenges, Week 8 can be found below. Fortnite Season 6, Week 8... Free Challenges• Stage 1:
Visit Lonely Lodge and Retail Row in one match (2)• Dance with the fish trophy in different named locations (7)• Six Shooter or Heavy Assault Rifle Eliminations (2)(HARD)Battle Pass Challenges • Score 3 on different Clay Pigeon Shooters (3)• Earn Trick Points in vehicle (250,000)• Visit
different named locations in one match (4)(HARD)• Stage 1 : Use grappling Hook (1)(HARD) Fortnite Week 8 loading screen (Photo: EPIC GAMES)Fortnite fans can unlock a special hidden loading screen by completing all season 7, week 8 challenges. In this loading screen, a battle star or
banner is hidden that rewards players with new items from the Battle Pass. Epic Games releases seven Battle Royale challenges every week. Three weekly challenges are available for free, and the remaining four challenges are only available to Battle Pass users. Challenges are also
divided into hard and regular difficulty levels. Fortnite's difficulty challenges players from the network of ten battle stars, and regular quests reward fans with five battle stars. Earning battle stars up the Battle Pass, this is how you unlock all the rewards offered. You can even earn an
additional battle star or banner by completing all seven challenges and unlocking a special loading screen (above). A clue to this week's hidden banner is at the bottom of the image, under the Ice King's feet. We circled the banner below. Fortnite Week 8 loading screen banner circled
(Photo: EPIC GAMES) Fortnite Week 8 hidden banner location (Photo: EPIC GAMES)Unlike previous weeks, the banner actually contains a set of coordinates to follow for additional Battle Star.According to the tips, the banner can be found in the location center of the map A8, B8, A9 and
B9. It's south of Frozen Flights, which we've marked with an X on the map above. The full list of Season 7 and Week 8 challenges can be seen below. Fortnite Week 8 Free Challenges...• Place a cozy bonfire or launch pad in different matches (3)• Build structures (250)• Search between
mysterious mandies, Giant Rock Lady and Insecure Flat (1) (HARD)Fortnite Week 8 Battle Pass Challenges...• Stage 1: Visit Paradise Palms and Salty Springs in One Match (2)- Stage 2: Visit Junk Junction and Loot Lake in One Match (2)- Final Stage : Visit Haunted Hills and Wailing
Woods in a single match (2)• Search Chests in Shifty Shafts or Lonely Lodge (7)• Deal damage while riding in a vehicle (100) (HARD) There's another hidden banner to find as part of the Fortnite: Battle Royale Discovery challenges in Season 8, Week 8 just week 6. As in Week 6, this
particular tip refers to four specific squares on Fortnite, and the hidden banner is located where all four intersect. On week 8's loading screen, there's a ruin, the equivalent of a Season 8 prisoner skin. After completing 55 weekly challenges, you'll unlock your outfit along with bonus ruin
challenges that reward special bling and pickaxe. After completing eight weeks of weekly challenges, a total of 56 will unlock the loading screen this week. It's only fitting then that Ruin will be featured. It looks like a strange combination of the Prisoner and the Ice King with his armor and
fiery aesthetic. Is he the real King of Fire, and the Prisoner was just a poser? The Fortnite Week 8 Discovery charging screen teases four coordinates. Epic GamesIn the flames on both sides of the Ruins are four coordinates: B6, C6, B7, C7. This places this place in the northern part of the
snowy quadrant, specifically in a place north of Polar Peak and southeast of Snobby Shores. Look for the largest land mass on a frozen lake. For anyone who needs specific tips, the video at the top of this article from Garandhero YouTuber offers a concise and very clear guide. (Be sure to
check out his YouTube page for even more Fortnite videos.) Here's where you can pick up the hidden banner at Discovery Week 8.Epic Games Do you have what it takes to complete 56 Challenges in Season 8 and get that particular hidden banner? Season 8 is still a few weeks away.
According to the in-game countdown, Season 8 of Fortnite is expected to end on Wednesday, May 8. So it's quite possible that Season 9 could start on Thursday, May 9. Either way, there's not much time to claim the Ruin and any other rewards may lie beyond it. Fortnite: Battle Royale
Season 8, Week 9 is scheduled to begin on Thursday, April 25 at around 10:30 a.m. .m. Eastern.Watch a very special episode of our Fortnite talk show, Squad Up, to see Patrick Warburton play some battle royale. Fortnite Season 8 continues with a new series of challenges in Week 8. In
this guide, you'll learn how to find the latest Secret Banner that officially unlocks the Ruins skin. We'll analyze the latest loading screen and reveal the location it's referring to. How to find the Secret Banner on the loading screen 8 Like any other secret battle star and secret banner, this week
the banner is unlocked by completing all challenges for the week. If you miss the news, here are the challenges of Week 8 along with links to the relevant guides. Free Challenge Stage 1: Search the treasure map signpost found in Paradise Palms [Guide]Stage 2: Search for X on the
treasure map signpost in Paradise PalmsUse slot machines in different matches (three)Deal damage to enemies while using at least one balloon (100)Jigsaws to search in battle pass challenges Pieces under Bridges and Caves (Seven) [Guide]Stage 1: Dial the Durr Burger number on the
Big Phone west of Fatal Fields [Guide]Stage 2: Dial Pizza Pit on the Big Phone east of blockeliminate opponents in Dusty Divot or Lucky Landing (seven)Eliminate enemies from at least 50 m (two)After completing all these difficult tasks, you will unlock the Week 8 screen shown below. On
the sides of the walls of the volcano there are weak coordinates: B6, B7, C6 and C7. That's where you have to go to get the Secret Banner and unlock the Ruin. Coordinates are hidden on the walls of the volcano. Epic Games Where is the secret banner for Week 8? As shown in the map
below, the Secret Banner for Week 8 is located at this exact location in the northwest of the frozen lake. To get the Secret Banner, head to this place in a frozen lake. Epic Games/gattu @ YouTube This is the location of the Secret Banner after landing. The location of the secret Week 8
banner looks like this. Epic Games/gattu @ YouTube How to unlock the Ruins skin in Fortnite If you've completed all weekly Season 8 challenges in Week 8 or 55 weekly challenges, you'll need to find these secret battle stars and secret banners to unlock the Ruins. With that in mind, we've
combined our Secret Banner and Secret Battle Star guides from Week 1 to Week 7 below. Week 1Week 2Week 3Tywik 4Tywik 5Week 6Week 7In case you haven't seen it yet, that's what Ruin looks like in the game. However, this is only its basic form and you will probably need to unlock
additional stages. We will publish more details about this process as soon as it becomes available. The Ruin Skin can be seen in a Reddit game via SpartanG28 While only the most dedicated Fortnite players will be able to add Ruin to their locker, it should be noted that there is no time limit
on when these challenges can be completed. Even after Season 8 ends, you should still be able to work on unlocking The Ruin if you still want to. Fortnite is now available on PS4, Xbox One, Switch, PC and mobile. What do you think of the Week 8 challenges in Fortnite? Unlocked the
Ruins skin? Tell us in the comments! Section!
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